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Abstract. The Waseda Meisei team participated in the TRECVID 2017 Adhoc Video Search (AVS) task [1]. For this year’s AVS task, we submitted both
manually assisted and fully automatic runs. Our approach used the following
processing steps: building a large semantic concept bank using pre-trained convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and support vector machines (SVMs), calculating each concept score for all test videos (IACC 3), manually or automatically
extracting several search keywords based on the given query phrases, and combining the semantic concept scores to obtain the final search result. Our best
manually assisted run achieved a mean average precision (mAP) of 21.6%, which
ranked the highest among all the submitted runs. Our best fully automatic run
achieved a mAP of 15.9%, which ranked second among all participants.
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1.1

System Description
Concept bank

To provide good coverage for the given query phrases, we built a large concept bank
consisting of more than 50,000 classifiers as shown in Fig. 1. Concept scores for the
test videos were calculated using two methods: directly using features from the output
layers of the CNN, or calculating the scores from the SVMs.
1. TRECVID346
In this model, concept scores were calculated using a CNN/SVM tandem connectionist architecture. Firstly, at most ten frames from each shot were selected
at regular intervals, and the corresponding images were input to the pre-trained
GoogLeNet model [9] trained on the ImageNet database to obtain the respective
1,024-dimensional feature vectors from pool5 layers. These feature vectors (a total
of ten at most) were then bound to one feature vector using element-wise maxpooling. Next, we trained SVMs for each concept using a collaborative annotation
[2]. The shot score for each concept was calculated as the distance to the hyperplane
in the SVM model. The score for each semantic concept was normalized over all
test shots using a min-max normalization, that is, the maximum and the minimum
scores were 1.0 (most probable) and 0.0 (least probable), respectively.
2. FCVID239 and UCF101
This year, we added concepts from two further databases, the Fudan-Columbia
Video Dataset (FCVID) [4] and the UCF101 action recognition dataset [8], to
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Table 1. Concept bank used in our systems.
Name
TRECVID346
FCVID239
UCF101
PLACES205
PLACES365
HYBRID1183
IMAGENET1000
IMAGENET4000
IMAGENET4437
IMAGENET8201
IMAGENET12988
IMAGENET21841

Database
# of concepts
Concept type(s)
TRECVID (ImageNet)
346 Object, Scene, Action
FCVID [4] (ImageNet)
239 Object, Scene, Action
UCF101 [8] (ImageNet)
101 Action
Places [10]
205 Scene
Places
365 Scene
Places, ImageNet
1,183 Object, Scene
ImageNet
1,000 Object
ImageNet
4,000 Object
ImageNet
4,437 Object
ImageNet
8,201 Object
ImageNet
12,988 Object
ImageNet
21,841 Object

improve the performance of action recognition. Concept scores for FCVID239 and
UCF101 were calculated using the same procedure as that for TRECVID346, namely, a
CNN/SVM tandem connectionist architecture. The score for each semantic concept
was also normalized using the min-max normalization.
3. PLACES205, PLACES365, and HYBRID1183
As concepts that we needed to detect comprised not only objects but also scenes
in most query phrases, we selected three types of so-called Places-CNNs [10]: the
Places205-AlexNet and the Places365-GoogLeNet models, which were trained on
205 and 365 scene categories with 2.5 and 1.8 million images, respectively; and the
Hybrid-AlexNet model, which was trained on 1,183 categories (205 scene categories
and 978 object categories) with 3.6 million images. The shot scores were obtained
directly from the output layer (before softmax was applied) of the CNNs. The score
for each semantic concept was also normalized over all test shots using the min-max
normalization.
4. IMAGENET1000, IMAGENET4000, IMAGENET4437, IMAGENET8201, IMAGENET12988, and
IMAGENET21841
To increase the number of object categories, we also used pre-trained ImageNet
models. The IMAGENET1000 model was provided by the Caﬀe development team
[3]. This network (AlexNet) was trained using the ImageNet dataset containing 1.2
million images and 1,000 categories and was used in the ILSVRC2012 benchmark.
The IMAGENET4000, IMAGENET4437, IMAGENET8201, and IMAGENET12988 models
were provided by the University of Amsterdam [6]. The full ImageNet model
IMAGENET21841 was downloaded from the model zoo. Again, the shot scores were
calculated directly from the output layer of the CNNs and normalized using the
min-max normalization.
1.2

Manual search keyword selection

Given a query phrase, we manually selected some visually important keywords. For
example, given the query phrase “one or more people driving snowmobiles in the snow”,
we picked out the keywords “people”, “snowmobile”, and “snow”. If there was no
concept name matching a given search keyword, the most semantically similar concept
was chosen using the word2vec algorithm [7]. We only used a concept having cosine
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similarity ≥ 0.7, and thus, when a given search keyword did not have a semantically
similar concept, the keyword was not used.
1.3

Automatic search keyword selection

For the automatic search, we first used the word2vec algorithm to pick out search
keywords from the query phrase. To calculate the score for a search keyword, we tested
two keyword matching methods to select classifiers. The first keyword matching method
used words from both the classifier’s name and its synsets in WordNet: this is referred
to as the with-synset method. The other keyword matching method was based only on
words from the classifier’s name: this was named the without-synset method.
For the with-synset method, we first listed all the words from the classifier’s name
and its synsets. We then created a correspondence table between listed words and the
concept names in advance. To obtain a score for a specific search keyword, we looked
at the correspondence table and used classifiers with concept names corresponding to
that keyword. In contrast, for the without-synset method, we only used a classifier that
had exactly the same name as a search keyword.
1.4

Score calculation

Given keywords manually or automatically selected from a query phrase, we first calculated the score for each keyword. If there was more than one classifier for a given
search keyword, we took the average of the scores of multiple classifiers. For the fusion of multiple keywords, we simply summed or multiplied scores depending on the
submitted run.

2

Submissions

This year, we submitted four manually assisted runs and four fully automatic runs to
the TRECVID 2017 Ad-hoc Video Search (AVS) task.
2.1

Manually assisted runs

We submitted the following four manually assisted runs (Manual1, Manual2, Manual3,
and Manual4). The diﬀerences between these four runs were the fusion methods used
and whether or not fusion weights were applied.
– Manual1
For a query phrase and a test video, the total score was calculated by multiplying
the weighted scores of the selected concepts. We supposed that a rare keyword
was of higher importance than an ordinary keyword. For example, in the query
phrase “one or more people driving snowmobiles in the snow”, it is rarer for a
“snowmobile” to be seen in a video than for a video to feature “people”. In this
case, we would like to assign a higher weight to “snowmobile”. Therefore, the total
score SM 1 was calculated by
N
∏
i
SM 1 =
(1)
sw
i ,
i=1

where N is the number of selected concepts, si is the normalized concept score,
and wi is the fusion weight. We used the IDF values calculated from the Microsoft
COCO database [5] as the fusion weights.
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This criterion focuses more on shots that include all the selected concepts. Therefore, shots having all the selected concepts will tend to appear in the higher ranks.
However, if one of the concepts is not correctly detected or the performance of the
concept detection model is low, this criterion can have a harmful eﬀect on the final
performance.
– Manual2
This run is almost the same as the Manual1 run except for not using a fusion
weight. For this run, we simply calculated the total score SM 2 by multiplying the
scores of the selected concepts:
SM 2 =

N
∏

si .

(2)

i=1

– Manual3
The total score was calculated by summing the weighted scores of the selected
concepts with fusion weights:
SM 3 =

N
∑

wi · si .

(3)

i=1

The final score SM 3 was calculated under somewhat looser conditions than in the
Manual1 and Manual2 runs. Under this criterion, all the selected concepts are not
necessarily included in a shot, but we expect shots including as many concepts as
possible to be found in the higher ranks.
– Manual4
The total score SM 4 was calculated simply by summing the scores of the selected
concepts without fusion weights:
SM 4 =

N
∑

si .

(4)

i=1

2.2

Fully automatic runs

We submitted four types of fully automatic runs. All the fully automatic runs were
based on the multiplication of the weighted scores of the selected concepts; this is the
same method as used in the Manual1 run. The total scores SA were calculated by:
SA =

N
∏

i
sw
i .

(5)

i=1

Each run diﬀered only in how classifiers were selected.
– Automatic1
For the Automtatic1 run, we used the with-synset method as described in Section 1.3. Given a query phrase, we split a sentence into individual words or compound words. A search keyword was then selected based on the criterion of cosine similarity = 1.0, that is, a search keyword has exactly the same name as a
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Waseda Meisei runs with the runs of other teams for all the submitted
runs.

word in a query. Finally, by looking at the corresponding table, we chose corresponding classifiers to the search keyword. In this run, we selected classifiers from
TRECVID346, PLACES205, PLACES365, HYBRID1183, IMAGENET1000, IMAGENET4000,
IMAGENET4437, IMAGENET8201, IMAGENET12988, and IMAGENET21841.
– Automatic2
The Automatic2 run was also performed using the with-synset method. This run
diﬀered from the Automatic1 run in how search keywords were selected. Semantically similar search keywords were selected based on the criterion of cosine similarity ≥ 0.7, and the number of selected search keywords was therefore essentially
larger than the ones in the Automatic1 run. If all the search keywords had cosine
similarity < 0.7, those keywords were not used. All other settings were the same
as the Automatic1 run.
– Automatic3
The Automatic3 run was based on the without-synset method; the concept classifier’s name was simply used. In this run, we selected semantically similar concepts
to a split word in a query phrase based on the criterion of cosine similarity ≥ 0.7.
In this run, we selected concepts from all the models shown in Table 1.
– Automatic4
The Automatic4 run also used the without-synset method, but we excluded classifiers of three models, FCVID239, UCF101, and IMAGENET21841, namely, we used classifiers of TRECVID346, PLACES205, PLACES365, HYBRID1183, IMAGENET1000, IMAGENET4000,
IMAGENET4437, IMAGENET8201, IMAGENET12988, and IMAGENET4000; these concepts
used were the same as those used in last year’s submission.
2.3

Results

Fig. 1 shows the results of all runs. The mAPs of our submitted manually assisted runs
(Manual1, Manual2, Manual3, and Manual4) were 21.6%, 20,4%, 20.7%, and 18.9%,
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Waseda Meisei runs with the runs of other teams for all submitted
manually assisted runs.

Fig. 3. Comparison of Waseda Meisei runs with the runs of other teams for all the fully
automatic runs.

which ranked 1st, 5th, 2nd, and 6th among the 52 runs, respectively. The mAPs of our
fully automatic runs (Automatic1, Automatic2, Automatic3, and Automatic4) were
15.9%, 12.5%, 14.1%, and 14.3%, which ranked 10th, 16th, 15th, and 14th, respectively.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the results of the manual and automatic runs, respectively. Our
manually assisted runs ranked 1st through the 4th overall. Our fully automatic runs
ranked 4th, 6th, 7th, and 8th, ranking us 2nd overall among all participants.
Fig. 4 shows the average precision of the Manual1 run for each semantic concept.
For some concepts, our runs achieved the best average precision. This high performance
was achieved by using a relatively large number of semantic concept classifiers, which
exceeded 50,000. It can be seen that the gap between the high and low performance
significantly widened; average precisions for several query phrases were almost zero.
For the fusion method, the result of the comparison of Manual1 (or Manual2) and
Manual3 (or Manaul4) shows that the fusion weights worked eﬀectively, that is, rarely
seen concepts are much more important for the video retrieval task.
For the fully automatic runs, the average precisions were mostly worse than those
of the manually assisted runs. Two reasons were considered to be the cause of this
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Fig. 4. Average precision of our best manually assisted run (Manual1) for each query. Run
score (dot), median (dashes), and best (box) by query.

Fig. 5. Average precision of our best fully automatic run (Automatic1) for each query. Run
score (dot), median (dashes), and best (box) by query.

poor performance: words that were not useful in searching for videos were used, and
concepts were excessively selected by the word2vec method. To further improve search
performance, we need to eliminate visually useless concepts and add more eﬀective
concepts.

3

Conclusion

For this year’s submissions, we solved the problem of ad-hoc video search using a
combination of many semantic concepts in the same manner as in last year’s submission.
We achieved the best performance among all the submissions for the manually assisted
runs. However, the performance was still extremely poor for some query phrases.
Our future work will be focused on improving the performance of the fully automatic
search system by eﬀectively selecting visually valuable concepts. We would also like to
consider a method of directly searching for videos without decomposing the query
phrases into words.
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